
 

 

Product Information – S210CCS (EU)  

Product Code : 058-0003 

Barcode : 0849713088918 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Bullet Points: 

 Powerful 1800w** Motor with advanced cooling system 

 Max. cutting depth - 77mm 

 Max. plate thickness - 13mm 

 Max. wall thickness – 6mm 

 Integrated chip collection with 60% better collection rate† 

 Intelligent over-load system monitors motor temperature 

 E-brake rapidly stops the blade when the trigger is released to save time and extend blade life. 

 Full length heavy duty parallel edge guide for simple, straight cuts. 

 Heavy Duty steel base with sightlines and work piece contact guides. 

 Ambidextrous and ergonomic handles with rubber over mould and safety trigger lock off. 

 Backed by our 3 Year Guarantee 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Description:  

Revolutionise your metal cutting with the new S210CCS Heavy Duty Metal Cutting Circular Saw with Chip Collection. 

Evolution advanced TCT technology cuts faster, smoother and safer than abrasive discs leaving a cool to the touch, 

burr free finish that you can take straight to the welding table. Cuts 4 x quicker than abrasive discs and one TCT blade 

can last as long as up to 20 abrasive discs! Virtually no sparks are generated while cutting, plus no harmful dust is 

emitted improving the safety of your workshop. This is the perfect saw for ripping down large stock including sheet 

steel, roofing, cladding, steel plate and tube and more. 

The S210CCS has been engineered for maximum performance with a high torque 1800w motor which makes light 

work of cutting steel plate up to 13mm all day, every day. The advanced cooling technology keeps the motor at the 

optimum temperature making this saw perfect for repeat cutting and intensive use. Featuring intelligent over-load 

system that monitors the motor temperature and gives a visual warning if it is being overloaded to prevent damage 

and maximise product life. 

The metal chips generated while cutting are deflected and stored in the high-capacity on board chip collector which 

holds up to 60% more metal chips than its predecessor (EVOSAW230) to keep you productive and drastically reduce 

your clean up time. The chip collector features a simple quick-release latch making metal waste disposal and blade 

changes quick and simple. 

This saw has an adjustable depth of cut with an impressive maximum cutting capacity of 77mm! The quick release 

adjustable depth lever enables fast and effective plunge cuts, ideal for metal roofing applications. Large blade viewing 

window and internal LED work light increases cutline visibility in low light environments and casts a clear shadow of 

the blade to show the cutting path to aid cutting accuracy. 

Add the Track Adaptor accessory to make your S210CCS compatible with Evolution circular saw tracks! Achieve 

perfectly straight cuts in any sheet material with the saw track available in 1400mm or 2800mm lengths. Track 

adaptor and tracks sold separately. 

 



 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

Box Contains: 

1 x S210CCS Saw 

1 x 210mm TCT Mild Steel Cutting Blade 

1 x Heavy Duty Parallel Edge Guide 

1 x Hex Key 

1 x Instruction Manual 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Technical Specification: 

Machine: 
Power: 230v 1800w 

Speed no load: 2800rpm 

Blade Size: 210mm 

Flange: 25.4mm 

Product Weight: 8.1kg (Without Blade & Edge Guide) 

Cable: Robust 3m Rubber 

Compatible Blades: M210TCT-50CS, S210TCT-54CS, A210TCT-60CS, T210TCT-68CS. 

 

Cutting Capacities: 

Mild Steel Plate - Max Thickness:  13mm 

Mild Steel Box Section - Max Wall Thickness:  6 mm  

Mild Steel Box Section/Pipe 90°: Max 77mm, Min 76.2mm 

 

Blade: 
Dimension: 210mm 
Bore: 25.4mm 
Teeth: 50 

 

Box dimensions: (L) 585 * (H)250 * (W) 350 mm 
 

 


